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Chatbot MIA is prominently placed on
their homepage as a bouncing bubble
and welcomes all visitors and lets them
choose between different topics. If users
want to express a different issue, the bot
offers free text input as well. 

Every information on their website is
deliberately displayed in the bot. The
bot functions as a helpful digital
assistant, who guides users to the
requested information within seconds
comparable to entering a hardware
store, not knowing where to go. It takes
website visitors by the hand and leads
them to the requested information. The
dialogues are designed accordingly, to
deliver the best user experience.

With Chatbot MIA, mailo has integrated
a high quality solution. Additionally, the
chat history is forwarded to the mailo
service team, to gather feedback and
continuously improve their customer
communication.

Especially in the insurance sector,
customers need immediate support
and easily accessible information in
case of an insurance claim. Therefore,
mailo was looking for a chatbot to
improve the user experience on their
website. 

Their goal was to make it as easy as
possible for their customers to find the
right information and simplify
complicated processes such as
damage reports, without having to
browse through the whole website. As a
young company, mailo was also
seeking a solution that could grow with
their customer base. 

THE CHALLENGE.

mailo integrated the e-bot7 AI platform
to automate customer requests via
Chatbot. 

THE SOLUTION.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
CHATBOT



SERVICE, 
AROUND THE
CLOCK. 
Insurance claims that have to be
reported do not only happen
from 9 to 5. Chatbot MIA can
answer customer inquiries
around the clock, thus improving
the customer service experience.

INCREASED TRAFFIC.
mailo had a big traffic increase due to the
auto open function and the 24/7 status of the
chat. Initially, chatbot MIA was only available
from 9 to 5, but since the bot is live 24/7 the
number of chat requests has doubled.
Chatbot MIA contributes therefore to a
significantly increased customer satisfaction.

FULLY AUTOMATED
CUSTOMER
COMMUNICATION.

Chatbot MIA automatically answers 98.5% of
all incoming requests regarding insurance
and damage reports. To further improve the
customer service, the mailo service team
receives the chat history via mail.
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